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Q: What is archaeology? 
A: Context (and more …) 
These data  
are dirty 
Disciplinary Issue 1/5 
Will these  
data change 
anything? 
Disciplinary Issue 2/5 
Disciplinary Issue 3/5 
Disciplinary Issue 4/5 
Disciplinary Issue 5/5 
Existing Infrastructure  1/7 
Existing Infrastructure  6/7 
Existing Infrastructure  3/7 
Existing Infrastructure  4/7 
Existing Infrastructure  2/7 
 Existing Infrastructure  5/7 










● ontology & index for linked data 
○ heuristic potential 
○ regional geospatial potential 





● DINAA uses 
○ open source software and principles 
○ public revisions 
○ data as they exist (and adds value) 
WHAT IS DINAA? 
#OpenGov #OpenSci Base Data of DINAA 
http:// 
DINAA in Practical Context 
● where do these 
data originate? 
● what kinds of  




DINAA & LINKED DATA (record) 
● DINAA data 





● links & citations 
● link back 
● publications 
● imagery 
● online data 
DINAA & LINKED DATA (ontology) 
● DINAA data 





● links & citations 
● link back 
● publications 
● imagery 
● online data 
DINAA & LINKED DATA 
(extensible) 
Now: Large-Scale Assessment 
http:// 




w/ Scientific Corpus 
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